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THIS SOFTWARE IS NOT AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC - ONLY A-LIST MEMBERS ALLOWED. ITS

NEVER BEEN SO EASY -- ITS NEVER BEEN SO AUTOMATED Post your ads quickly and easily! Buy

Now! $247.00 IMMEDIATE DOWNLOAD AVAILABLE CAN YOU EVEN IMAGINE GETTING UNLIMITED

TRAFFIC FROM YAHOO NOT ONLY WITH THEIR FULL BLESSING, BUT ALSO WITH THEIR

ASSISTANCE? Extremely Limited - Auto.Yahoo Posting and Submission Software! New Software Has

EXPLODED Web Site Traffic Generation! This Cutting-Edge Explosive New Software will enable you to

cut the time ad posting takes to mere seconds! 100 fully automated, with the exception of captcha

verifcation image codes (but we have even made that part super fast and easy)! As with all of our

software, this unique program does everything you can normally do manually, Only FASTER!-- Much

Much Faster! *Make sure you check out the extensive video tutorial built right into the software!* YOU

CAN OF COURSE SAVE MULTIPLE ADS & POST THEM ALL SIMULTANEOUSLY And/Or

RANDOMLY! Did You Know That Auto.Yahoo & CraigsListGenius Combined Would Throw You Into A

High Quality Traffic Spiral That Few Marketers On The Planet Can Even Fathom? *This is not a spam
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tool.* I do not create spam tools, I do not use spam tools, and I do not like spam tools. I create valid

marketing software that I personally use to generate additional traffic to my sites using creative methods.

This means that I use automation, but I do not abuse any company or individuals services by becoming a

burden on their system. Anyone interested in using this tool or any of my other software in any manner

that would overload the YahooTM website, or other site or service is strictly prohibited from using this or

any of my other software. Reasonable and rational adults should use enough self restraint to be

respectful of the people who make our marketing efforts so fruitful. Additional information can be found in

our Terms & Conditions. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- We accept Credit

Cards, Paypal, and Echecks! Please note: You Can Download This Software Right Now... But You Will

Need To Purchase A License In Order To Open & Activate It. I do consider this a Secret Software

Program because I am very careful as to how many copies I allow out. If the order link on the bottom of

this page is inactive/disabled, then just signup for my A-List and you will be notified the next time I list it (if

it is listed again). Can You Imagine Getting Access To Millions Of Yahoo Visitors Every Single Day

Simply By Asking Questions and/or Answering Other Peoples Questions? Its Astounding on a level that

few people can even fathom... When done properly, your questions/answers will show up in the top of

Yahoo search results often! In addition to this amazing search engine benefit, you also get ultra targeted

visitors who are actively searching for answers covering absolutely every subject and topic under the sun

on yahoo answers site. This relates into new and extremely motivated visitors to your website, every

single day of the week without fail! There are all sorts of traffic generation tactics floating around the net,

and of them all, this method out performs close to 100 of anything else out there. Lets face it -- There is

traffic and then there is
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